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Overview

● The science case for high repetition rates spans many domains of science.  
High repetition rates imply increasingly large datasets.

● New infrastructure and analysis methods that can cope with and leverage the 
massive data quantity will maximize the science output from LCLS

● We are taking our first baby steps towards: producing actionable information, 
automation, smarter experiments

● Outline:
○ Challenges for Data Analytics
○ Data Analytics Strategy
○ Progress and Approach 
○ Future Innovations



Challenges:  High Throughput, Computational Needs

Detector Output

Processed Data

250 GB/s
1 TB/s

Detector data [PB]

Processed data  [PB]

Throughput/storage, computation, variability challenges require entirely rebuilt data system



Strategy Drivers

● LCLS-II Upgrade
○ The high repetition rate (1-MHz) and the very high data throughput (200GB/s) 

generated by LCLS-II required a major upgrade of the data acquisition system 
and increased data processing capabilities like data reduction

● Fast feedback
○ Experience has shown that a capable real-time analysis (~minutes or faster) is 

critical to the users’ ability to take informed decisions during an LCLS experiment
● Time to science

○ Sophisticated analysis frameworks can significantly reduce the time between 
experiment and publication, improving productivity of LCLS science community

● No user left behind
○ LCLS support for externally developed algorithms and development of 

in-house algorithms for specific science domains, would alleviate the pressure on 
users to gather resources to mount a significant computing effort
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New analysis techniques lead to smarter experiments

5LCLS-II Statistics + HPC = New Opportunities

Unify Control/Analysis Streaming Analysis

Advanced automation will 
require tighter control/analysis 
integration (final goal: take 
human out of loop)

Automated Discovery

Mitigate expensive/intractable  
LCLS-II storage problem with 
streaming analysis + cores. 
Faster time-to-result.

Leverage large data volumes 
+ statistics: Outlier detection 
for (a) science or (b) error 
identification
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LCLS Data System(s)



LCLS-I and LCLS-II Data Systems - 2021

Objective:  A single, scalable system that handles high rep rate data

LCLS-I Data System is 
currently used in HXR, 
reacts to LCLS-I timing, 
supports LCLS-I 
detectors, writes xtc.  
Limited to 120 Hz and 
~10 GB/s.

LCLS-I Data SystemLCLS-II Data System (2021)

LCLS-II Data System 
takes LCLS-I or 
LCLS-II timing, 
supports LCLS-II 
detectors, writes xtc2, 
up to 1 MHz and 
~TB/s.



LCLS-I and LCLS-II Data Systems ~ 2027(LCLS-II-HE)

Objective:  A single, scalable system that handles high rep rate data

LCLS-II Data SystemLCLS-II Data System

LCLS-II Data System 
takes LCLS-I or 
LCLS-II timing, 
supports LCLS-II 
detectors, writes xtc2, 
up to 1 MHz and 
~TB/s.

MEC-II



Approach:  A scalable, adaptable data system 

20-plus scientific workflows - one architecture 

Data Reduction 
Pipeline

Online 
Monitoring

Up to 1 TB/s
Fast 

Feedback 
Storage

Detector

Offline 
Storage

Petascale
HPC

Fast
Feedback

~ 1 s ~ 1 min

> 10x Up to 100 GB/s

Offline 
Storage

Exascale
HPC

On-site – Standard experiments

Off-site – Highest demand experiments 
(NERSC, LCF)

Megapixel 
detector

X-ray diffraction
image

Intensity map from 
multiple pulses

Interpretation of system 
structure/dynamics

AMI2
OM

psana2

psana2

psana2

Data Management System (eLog, ARP, Data Movers, File Manager)
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Progress - Data Reduction & Real-time 
Feedback
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Progress:  Real-time data reduction 

● The data reduction pipeline concept (on-the-fly data reduction) is novel
○ Hybrid (CPU/GPU/FPGA) architecture throughput-oriented mini-supercomputer for 

feature extraction, vetoing, compression of terabyte/s data streams
○ Configurable and adaptable to multiple instruments, experiments, and techniques
○ Provides a platform to generate a source of actionable real-time information 

that drives facility reaction to the experiment environment
Charged particle 

detector
X-ray diffraction 

image

Data Reduction
• Sparse data
• Remove”zeros”
• >50x reduction

Intensity map from multiple pulses

200 GB/s 5 GB/s

•  20 digitizers (6.4 GHz)
•  6400 samples per pulse
•  1 MHz pulse rate

Data Analysis
• Reconstruct 3-dimensional 

momentum vector as a function of 
pump-probe time delay
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Progress:  Real-time data reduction 

Data Reduction Pipeline exists and is 
being tested at 120 Hz, mostly on 
digitizer waveforms (TMO).  

We have successfully taken data from 
14 digitizer channels (without beam) at 
1 MHz!
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Approach:  Real-time data reduction 

● Build trust with community 
○ Users have already been doing data reduction in offline → move techniques online 
○ Initially, data reduction techniques are simple, transparent, minimalist
○ Tools are provided to validate the performance of the DRP and validate the quality 

of the data (AMI2, FFB, leaked raw data) in real time
● Next steps:

○ Pair with science campaigns to develop validation workflows for experiments and 
develop more ambitious feature extraction algorithms → move closer to detector

Beam 
time 

begins

Collect 
raw 
data

 EXP Analyze 
raw data to 
determine 

data reduction 
parameters

Does 
measured 
ratio meet 
target for 

the 
experimen

t?

Collect 
raw and 
reduced 

data

Tune data 
reduction 

parameters and  
prescale 

Validate 
performance 

of data 
reduction 

(throughout)

Beam 
time 
ends

No

Yes

Impact of 
DRP on 
science 
result 

negligible
?

Yes

No
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Progress and Approach:  Real-time feedback

● Put control in the hands of the user with the AMI2 online monitoring framework attached 
to the DRP
○ Graphical interface for developing new analysis on-the-fly without writing any code
○ Control data reduction parameters through AMI2 and visualize a selectable fraction 

of events that meet user-specified criteria using customizable displays
○ Enable automation by feeding information to detector, controls, and experimenter 

● Progress:  Used AMI2 in TMO and chemRIXS for user experiments.  We also used AMI2 in 
TMO/chemRIXS to provide real-time feedback to the Accelerator Control Room  

● Approach:
○ Pair with science campaigns to develop fast algorithms and displays for experiments 

(validation, data quality, investigation).  Evolve with detector and DRP developments
○ Next steps:  Implement smarter, faster algorithms (AI/ML) for knowledge extraction 

feed data to accelerator and beamline controls to enable smart experiments



Progress:  Real-time feedback: TMO Online Monitoring with AMI2

Entirely new DAQ2, AMI2, and psana2 all working well together in TMO.  
Complexity of real-time plots demonstrates the data system is performing very well.

Note:  
● AMI2 has a GUI 

and scripted 
interface 

● Uses psana2 
under the hood

● psana2 python 
scripts can be 
adapted to run in 
AMI2



Progress:  First chemRIXS experiment

Look at the displays in the 
background and all the smiling 
faces!

In chemRIXS, we are starting to 
exercise more intricate sequences 
and scans.  

These will build the foundation for 
adaptable, “smart” experiments in 
the future.



Progress: Fast Feedback with OnDA Monitor (OM) for LCLS-I 

What is OM?
● Successor to OnDA (Online Data 

Analysis), developed in the Chapman 
Group (CFEL)

● Provides quasi real-time feedback on 
data quality for fast decision making

● Runs from AMI shared memory
● Portable: works at several facilities
● Flexible: crystallography, WAXS, XFS,

CMI, etc.
● Saves time, sample and money
● Used in dozens of experiments at LCLS 

and elsewhere

Future Developments
● LCLS-II integration
● Web interface for remote experiments
● Online/Offline processinghttps://www.ondamonitor.com

Crystallography:  hit rate history, frame and peak viewer, 
live peak-finding parameter-tweaker

https://www.ondamonitor.com/
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Progress - Automated run processing



Progress:  Automated Run Processing (ARP)

Use eLog interface to define automatic jobs, use 
different triggers to launch the jobs, and display results

Jobs can produce output , 
like this data quality plot, 
viewable through the 
logbook.



Progress:  Automated Run Processing

Automated Run Processing is available for both LCLS-I & LCLS-II data systems.
Jobs can add information to run tables (e.g. the number of dropped shots)

Note:  the jobs on 
the new FFB 
system can 
produce output 
shortly after the 
run has ended 
(difference 
between run-end 
and smd-end)



Data In → Structure Out

● Use ARP to orchestrate reduction, 
merging, phasing and visualization

● Data transparently streamed from LCLS to 
NERSC

● Web interface (eLog) for launching 
analysis tasks on supercomputers with near 
real-time feedback of analysis results

● Derive the electron density in quasi 
real-time from diffraction images acquired at 
the beamline

First step towards automation of data analysis 
pipelines for standard experiments

Example of automatic end-to-end workflow: nanocrystallography pipeline
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LCLS 
webUI

ARP

SLURM

Data@
NERSC

Send tasks  as 
psdatmgr for 
security

Data@
LCLS

Xrootd transfer xtc 
files to NERSC

Analysis 
job

AutoSFX

Xrootd transfer 
results back to 

LCLS

Bring back hit 
rates / indexing 
rates etc

Reservation /
Pre-emptive 
queue

Used for first covid experiments at LCLS: users were able to resolve a structure within first shift

Credit:  Chuck Yoon
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Future Innovations



Invest in new analysis methods to leverage big data
Actionable Information from Sensor to Data Center Project: develop AI/ML on edge host (ML-based 
time of flight analysis in FPGA) and realize a workflow that automates the model (re)training and achieves 
a turnaround time between initialization and model delivery to edge host of less than 30 minutes.
 

This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences under Award 
Number FWP-100643 and  FWP-35896.  

Credit for implementing workflow 
on CS-1:  Zhengchun Liu, Argonne
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.0819  

ML at edge 
for TMO 

cookiebox 
and Timetool 

(Ryan Coffee)



ML-based crystallography and Single Particle Imaging in DRP

● Develop AI-based classifier 
for SPI

● Train and re-train AI-based peak 
detection for SX, with filter for peaks 
that do not match crystal lattice (DRP)

Credit:  Chuck Yoon



Other work
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● Simulations:  SPI simulations are available in an open-source package called “Skopi”
○ Vision:  make common LCLS imaging experiments (e.g. SPI, FXS, holography) easily 

available for users. 
○ Useful for feasibility studies and ML algorithm development where ground-truth labels 

are valuable
○ Written in python 3 and pip installable
○ User community participation in development of code is welcome, although manpower to 

support user requests is currently limited.   
○ Partnership with EuXFEL for simulating their detectors is on-going

https://github.com/chuckie82/skopi/blob/main/docs/gallery.md

● Containers:  a way to distribute psana, deploy and use software with exotic requirements, or 
use multiple versions of software at the same time

○ Cross-facility deployment strategy
○ Used to deploy specialized Crystfel software for crystallography beamlines
○ Used at SLAC (psana, SDF), NERSC, DESY Maxwell cluster

Chuck 
Yoon

https://github.com/chuckie82/skopi/blob/main/docs/gallery.md
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Jana Thayer, Linac Coherent Light Source, SLAC



New Opportunities in Light Source Science

Coupling the BES Light Sources to advanced computing capabilities will enable new opportunities over the 
next decade:
▪ Leverage the exabyte (EB) of data per year across the Light Sources to increase the scientific 

knowledge base
▪ Utilize tens of PFLOPS to 1 EFLOPS of on-demand peak computing to reduce time to science
▪ Unlock exceptionally challenging experiments by utilizing billions of core hours per year 
▪ Fully leverage the AI/ML capabilities recently awarded from the BES AI/ML for SUFs FOA

Unified solutions across the facilities are required in order to leverage efficiencies of scale, and to provide 
facility users with the ability to easily and transparently manipulate data across the complex; this is needed 
now more than ever to ensure the productivity of remote users due to the COVID-19 landscape.

Accelerate the BES Light Source mission by leveraging computing 
opportunities over the next decade
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Distributed Infrastructure for Scientific Computing for User Science (DISCUS) project by members of the Light Source Directors’ 
Computing and Data Steering Committee:  Stuart Campbell, Alex Hexemer, Apurva Mehta, Nicholas Schwarz, Jana Thayer



Vision: A Computational Fabric for the Light Sources to 
Accelerate Discovery and Insight
Transformative computational fabric that covers the full lifecycle of 
data generated at the BES Light Sources
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Facilitates all aspects of the data 
lifecycle across the complex:
▪ Theory/modeling and simulation
▪ Experiment design
▪ Data generation at scientific instruments 

within the BES Light Sources
▪ Data reduction and processing
▪ Analysis and interpretation
▪ Publication and dissemination

Connects:
▪ 200+ instruments at the 5 BES Light 

Sources
▪ Multi-tiered computing landscape: edge, 

local, Laboratory, ASCR (ALCF, NERSC, 
OLCF)

▪ Data repositories
▪ High-performance, robust, feature rich 

network using ASCR ESnet
Serves:
▪ 10,000+ BES Light Source users per year



Computational tools and capabilities need to be created 
to achieve this vision:

1 2

3

4

5

6



Summary

● Data Systems effort at LCLS is growing to include interpretation of acquired data. 
○ Real-time data analysis capabilities
○ On-demand utilization of super-computing environments
○ Data Management and workflow tools

● Data System for LCLS-II is more integrated across subsystems (controls, DAQ, 
data management, HPC) and more automated than LCLS-I

○ Working example of superfacility concept: integration between light source 
facility and supercomputer facility for quasi-real-time data analytics

● Algorithms will enable new science:  collaborate with science domain experts in 
alignment with science campaigns; resulting tools are provided for facility



Bonus:  TMO psana2 analysis
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Backup



DAQ/DRP Progress:
● Implemented capability to make two user-decisions per event:

○ Keep/toss event (trigger) 
○ Send event to AMI (monitor)

● Data Reduction Pipeline must calibrate and run algorithms in real-time
○ Save a user-selectable fraction of non-reduced events for validation of 

reduction (extra work for the user)
● Complete teststand including digitizers, simulated cameras, and AMI runs at 1 

MHz, ~100 GB/s in and 10 GB/s out  



Data Reduction Progress: Zero Suppression and ROI 

● High speed digitizer waveform with 6.4 
GSamples/second 

● Up to 20 digitizer channels, but ~10 hits 
per channel 

● Zero suppression done in FPGA: save 
only the peaks and area around each 
peak; data reduced by factor >50.

● Region of Interest (ROI) for imaging 
detectors for certain experiments

● 30 * 30 ROI
● Data reduction of >100x possible

Per event data volume becomes significantly smaller; easier to process
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Data reduction progress:
FPGA Processing of Time Tool

M. Beye, W.F. Schlotter, et. al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 
100, 121108

femtosecond delay

this side of laser 
pulse hits SiN first

2d projection

FPGA ideal for analyses 
which are (relatively) stable 
over time
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Data reduction progress:
SZ Compression Effect on Se-SAD

Reconstructed electron density from SZ

Goal: evaluate feasibility of applying lossy compression on Se-SAD data
Results:

• Developed Region-of-Interest SZ compression
• Achieved 21x compression ratio
• Compared analysis with original vs compressed
• Lossy compression gave better results

Original SZ compression

Number of images / File size 4,425,512 / 18TB

Number of hits found 565,143 999,239

Number of indexed 115,819 178,668

Overall Rsplit 8.48 6.59

Overall CCano 0.03 0.133



￼￼1 core

￼￼1 core

￼￼1 core

LCLS analysis framework progress: scaling from hundreds to 
millions of cores

Legion

Visualization

Results
EVT CAL ALG

EVT CAL ALG

EVT CAL ALG
Logging

DAQ 
files (or 

streams)

● Complexity of the LCLS analysis framework 
(psana) is hidden from the users: parallelization, 
common algorithms, detector corrections, file 
formats, visualization

● Reads science data from file or stream, distributes 
(typically) one event per core, performs detector 
calibrations and invokes science specific 
algorithms

● Allows for real-time analysis in an identical 
fashion as offline analysis

● Adopt Legion in psana (currently based on MPI) 
for LCLS-II to provide
a. Overlap I/O and compute
b. Portable performance on new architectures
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Complex dataflow, layers of feedback, user-simplicity

DRP

MON

FFB

FFB

Experiment Compute

Data

Experiment 
Control

Data

Feedback

Users

Feedback ~1 s

Feedback ~1 min

Feedback ~minutes

Automated Feedback 

Feedback to etector
(10 us - ms)



DRP:  Proposed Policy - decide data reduction method

Once beam time is granted and before the experiment begins, users work 
together with CDS POC and science POC to determine which data reduction 
method and prescale are the best fit for their experiment

Beam 
time 

granted

LCLS 
Questionnaire

CDS POC 
and EXP 

Determine 
data reduction 
method, ratio, 
and prescale

Is data 
reduction 
method 

acceptable 
to EXP?

Update LCLS 
Questionnaire:
data reduction 
method, ratio, 

prescale

Refine understanding 
of experiment 
requirements, 
experimental 

technique, involve 
science POC

Prepare 
data 

validation 
analysis

Pre-beam 
activities 
complete

No

Yes



DRP: Proposed Policy - set data reduction parameters

● Once beam time begins, use raw data and AMI2 to determine data reduction 
parameters, measure data reduction ratio

● Validate performance of DRP using fast feedback analysis to monitor prescale 
data throughout experiment

Beam 
time 

begins

Collect 
raw 
data

 EXP Analyze 
raw data to 

determine data 
reduction 

parameters

Does 
measured 
ratio meet 
target for 

the 
experime

nt?

Collect 
raw and 
reduced 

data

Tune data 
reduction 

parameters and  
prescale 

Validate 
performance 

of data 
reduction 

(throughout)

Beam 
time 
ends

No

Yes
Impact of 
DRP on 
science 
result 

negligible?

Yes

No



Translating LCLS-II needs to throughput, storage, and 
processing requirements
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Includes:
1. Detector rates for each instrument
2. Distribution of experiments across instruments (as function of 

time, ie as more instruments are commissioned)
3. Typical uptimes (by instruments)
4. Data reduction capabilities based on the experimental techniques
5. Algorithm processing times for each experimental technique

Time per event
x

Data rates

Number of 
cores required

FLOPS
(~invariant)


